Arxx Takes Tall ICF Walls to New Heights

Cobourg, Ontario – You could say that North America’s leader in ICF construction has risen to the occasion! Arxx Building Products, manufacturer of the Arxx™ High Performance Wall System, has announced a revolutionary advancement in reinforced concrete wallsystems: the Arxx™ Tall Wall Bracing System. Now it is possible to build reinforced concrete walls up to 50 ft. tall and have the numerous advantages of ICFs, including cost- and time-savings. The new bracing system is compliant with OSHA and OHSA in the US and Canada.

Before now, 12 ft. walls were as tall as the ICF construction market could cost effectively build. The new Arxx Tall Wall Bracing System actually serves as a secure system for bracing, alignment, as well as scaffolding. “We think the new Arxx Tall Wall Bracing System is going to have a huge impact on ICF construction,” said Doug Robinson, Arxx CEO. “The Arxx Wallsystem’s fast, easy installation coupled with the Tall Wall Bracing system’s speed of assembly combines to provide the lowest cost solution to users of high performance walls.” Simply stated this development will allow more owners to build better buildings. The Arxx High Performance Wallsystem is a “stay in place” concrete forming system, which builds stronger, safer, quieter, and more energy efficient walls.

Following two years of research, Arxx Building Products developed the right combination of components to build as high as 50 ft. Now the door is wide open for retail, commercial and select residential buildings to reach new heights with Arxx.

Here’s how it works. The Arxx Tall Wall Bracing System is comprised of a number of patented products that are used in combination with conventional scaffolding systems. Conventional scaffolding systems are engineered primarily to provide a safe elevated workspace. The Arxx Tall Wall Bracing System expands the use of conventional scaffolding to include bracing and form
alignment during the construction of Arxx High Performance Walls. A simple hammer and level are all you need to install this system.

Several projects have utilized the new Tall Wall Bracing System. “From industrial construction projects to retail strip centers, Arxx is ready to take on larger commercial, office and retail buildings,” said Robinson. “The sky’s the limit for building tall walls wherever they are needed.”

For more information about the Arxx Wallsystem and availability of the new Tall Wall Bracing System, call 1-800-293-3210 or visit www.arxxbuild.com.